unlimited control of pixels to national and international digital artists for monthly and annual light mapping festivals via solart CLOUD open software platform, which then showed daily every hour at night of 10min slices. DIT.do it together from 8pm to 10pm limited control of ten pixels each for daily users via solart CLOUD app for a limited of time encouraging residents, tourists and passersby to be part of an ephemeral art making process, possibility to see the whole structure from a smartphone and promoting "solar art" in social media after 10 pm on a typical day motion sensored pixels light up as the users get in close proximity otherwise obscured in darkness in this era of internet and digitally enhanced IoT technologies, a community fosters not only in actual spaces but also in virtual ones, and sometimes more than easily. this place could serve as an interface for both, even being a double dimension space in which people can experience the physical space and module at the same time. new technologies can be promoted and real world applications could also be of service in urban events or festivals.

in this mesmerizing artshow during the "it’s lit!" festival all users could be connected to a smartphone app via WiFi and receive real-time information about the performance. from dusk to dawn users could control unlimited pixels to create a mesmerizing artshow, which was then shown daily every hour at night of 10min slices. after 10 pm on a typical day motion sensored pixels light up as the users get in close proximity otherwise obscured in darkness.

creating an awareness on the scarcity of natural resources, the earthly balance, the sublunary connections, the circadian rhythm, and the biology of nature, as they affect the daily life of humans on the long term and how this can save the earth every day even starting small and keep it alive by gamification of the reaction process.
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unlimited control of pixels to national and international digital artists for monthly and annual light mapping festivals via solart CLOUD open software platform, which then showed daily every hour at night. DIP.do it pro
DIT.do it together
DIY.do it yourself